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~E DESCRIPTION

The course is designed to explore the histo~J of popular values, ideologies,
and cultural norms in American life from the seventeenth centurJ to the Civil War.
Lectures will deal with changing religious and political beliefs, patterns of
social and family life, the impact of expansion on American culture, the rise
and decline of romantic utopianism, the influence of European rationalist and
romantic ideas in America, and trends in literature. The major theme of the
lectures is the running tension between individualism and the community in
early American history.
The heart of the course, however, will not lie in the lectures but in the
discussion groups which will meet for 1! hours each week (at times to be arrang ed
the first week of classes). Some discussion sections will be led by a graduate
assistant, so:ne by myself. Their aim is to confront students with original
source materials in American cultural history, to prod their powers of analysis,
and to encourage the "doing'' (not merely the absorption) of hi?tory.

J. ~CTURES

Twice weekly.

TR

9:5.f}-10:45

WRITTEN ASSI~1ENTS and EXAMS

Two 5-6 pa ge papers on some aspect of the assigned readings will be required
during the term. The final two weeks of class will be devoted to independent
reading projects. Each student will choose a problem in American cul tural histO!"'J
an~ write a pa per of about 12 pages analyzing tha t problem and relating it to the
themes and readings of the course. There will be no examinations.
GRADING SYSTEH

Assignments will be rTeighted approximately in proportion to the number of pages
required, but grading will not be done on a strictly mathematical basis. Improvement,
extraordinary wor~ and extraordinary lapses, and, in particular, class discussion
will all be connidered in the final grade.
REQUIRED READINGS .
The attached syllabus, with some substitutions, indicates the kind and scope
of readings.
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I. The Puritan Ethos
1. Lectures: Introduction
The medieval-heritage
2. Lectures:

examined heart
Puritanism--the chosen few
Reading: William Bradfo::.·d, Of Plymouth Plant:;.tion (1630-1646)
~Jritanism--the

3. Lectures: The social order of 17th-century New England
Protestantism and the spirit o£ capitalism
Reading: John lhnthrop, "A !·~odel of Christian Chariti' (1630)
Edmunds. Morgan, The Puritan Family (1944)
II. The 18th Century: Science, Reason, and Revolution

4.

Lectures: The Enlighten~ent in America
Cultural provincialism
Reading: Richard L. Bushman, edo, The Great Arrakening

5. Lectures: The moral roots of the Anerican Revolution
Jefferson, P2ine, and t~10 i-adical revolution
Reading: John Adams, ~y and Autobio~anhy, Vol. 1 (1755-1770)

6. Lectures: Passions in couinoise-a ne>T science of noli tics

~eading: Thomas Jeffers~n, . Tiotes on the Stato of Vira inia (1785)
Jefferson, Le ~ters ±"7ro; l'' rance, 1755-1789

III o The 19th Centtn·y: Hope, Anxiety, and Change

1. Lectures: Transformations of space, power, and time
Nature, civilization, and the west
Reading: ThoU!as Cole, "Essay on ArDerican Scenery!' (1836)
Herr.w. n I>!elville, "The IJ.'.:ntarus of !·!.?.ids" (1850s)
To be discussed together with slides of American landscape art
8. Lectures: The civilizers
The ideology of capitalism
Reading: James Fenimore Cooper, 1~airio (1827)

9.

Lectures: The politics of democracy
Violence and vieilnntism
Reading 1 Marvin ~!oyer::;, The J a cksonb.n Persu:?.s i.on {1957)
"Introductory St.:! te:aont of the Dc oocra tic Principle" fror:t
'l'he De:nocr."ltic Rcvimr (1837)
Edr:nrd Everett, 11 Accurnulation, Property, Capital, Credit" (1838)

;
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IV. Tho Romantic Impulse
10. Lecturon:

Rom~nticism in Europe end America
Ralph Waldo E1~erson--tho self and the circular universe
Reading: Stephen E. Whicher, ed., Selections fro~ Ralnh Waldo Ernorson

11. Lectures: The politics of perfection--community, sex, and salvation
No section meetings

12. Lectures: Slavery and the individual conscience
The scepticis~ of Nath3nicl Hawthorne
Reading: Nathaniel Rarrthorne, The BlitheC.a1o Romance (1852)

V. The Decline of Utopianism

13. Lectures: Cities, immigr.:J.nts, and social change, 1850-1860
The invasion of sentiment
Reading: llarriet Beecher Stml'e, Uncle Tom 1 s Cabin ( 1852)

14. Lectures: The feminine sphere
The invention of the plantation legend
Reading: Individual projects

15. Lectures: Understanding the Civil War
Overvie1-t
Reading: Individual projects

